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Can 

you 

help?

See 

page 8

Coming to the show?
‘Deansmoor’ is.
How about you?
See page 4

MAGLEV.
What’s that?

See page 12



THE NEWSLETTER 

YOUR TEAM (so far) 

Editor      Mike Hebblethwaite 

Research (internet trawling!)   Mike Hebblethwaite 

The fun bits    Mike Hebblethwaite 

     Alek Adamski 

If you would like to join the team and set up a regular (or even occasional!) 
feature, please contact the Editor. At the moment this Newsletter is too 
much a “one man band”!  All contributions are welcome. 

CONTACT THE NEWSLETTER 

The Newsletter now has its own e-mail contact address, which is :- 

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com” 

We hope we will have a very full ‘in-tray’ each month!  

Any ideas about what we should include, any contributions you may wish to 
make about yourself and your interests, any news, recommended hobby 
outlets or just a general “Hi” to fellow readers would be very welcome. 

It’s your Newsletter! Use it. 

NEWSLETTER POLICY 

This Newsletter is freely distributed to regular subscribers and is available 
to download through Macclesfield Model Railway Group’s web site. Some 
of our information is derived from the internet and we try to acknowledge 
sources where ever we can. However, it is not always possible to trace 
original sources with the limited facilities that we have and apologise 
unreservedly in advance for any oversight. 

As a reader/recipient of this Newsletter, you are free to distribute it 
amongst your friends and family, other clubs and societies to which you 
may belong or use any part of it to promote and further interest in railway 
modelling. 

MMRG claims no copyright of any of the content and you are free to use any 
part of it for any non-profit making purpose you wish. Should you wish to 
use any of the content in any documentation of your own, all that we ask is 
that, as a courtesy, you forward us a copy. 

With regard to commercial/for profit use of our material, we have to rely on 
trust - we have no way of monitoring such use. If you do intend to use our 
material in such a way, please ask for permission first. It is unlikely to be 
refused but, at the very least, an acknowledgement would be expected in 
return. 

COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING 

Our policy, at present, is that this publication will carry no commercial 
advertising. It is a Newsletter! However, should you wish to place an 
“advertising article” concerning a new product, an up-grade to an existing 
product or a more general “of benefit/interest to railway modellers” article, 
please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such 
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified. 

AND FINALLY 

This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model 
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional’ obligation to promote and 
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is 
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this 
Newsletter is proud to play its part. 

No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this 
Newsletter is, and always will be, free. 

————————————————————— 
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EDITORIAL

I guess that, for the Club (MMRG) and its members, this is the busiest time 

of the year. We have our Annual Exhibition in March and there are three 

layouts and a show to organise (and advertise) that must be ready in time. 

We have our A.G.M. which follows soon after the Show ……. and Purgatory 

Peak is going to Kendal during the last weekend in January!

Did I mention that we also have other model railway projects ‘on the go’ 

within the Club which are also demanding their share of our time and effort?

And, of course, we have the Post Christmas, Christmas ‘Mega-Nosh’ in 

February. I’d be lying if I said that was a chore!

Yes, busy times indeed!

But I suppose, as we do every year, we’ll get through it all somehow and 

things in late March can begin to settle back to ‘normal’. We can start to look 

forward to the Summer and a bit of ‘relaxation’.

Now that I have a little more time, though that is a statement hotly contested 

by the C.O., I am aiming to produce a ‘Summer Special’ edition of this 

Newsletter in June with a combination of new and archived articles with 

ideas on what to do and see, places to go and trains to ride over the 

summer period and especially during the school holidays. If you have any 

ideas, recommendations or stories to tell about places you have been or 

would like to go, then please let me know. A short description and a photo or 

two would be much appreciated. It’s a mammoth task to achieve on my own, 

but with your help it should produce a ‘Summer Special’ packed with holiday 

and day visit ideas.

So much for ‘relaxation’!

I don’t know if you remember the Ffestiniog Round Robin (yes’ I was 

confusing it with an overweight bird, too!) reported as a Club trip last 

summer ………. well, there are early rumblings about arranging another trip 

this year. How does a trip to ‘Miniature Wonderland’ in Hamburg grab you? 

And, if enough people express an interest (let me know if you are), it may 

not be limited to Club members only! Readers of this Newsletter stand a 

very good chance of joining in. 

Watch this space, as they say!

As you will already be aware, the 0n30 Group is very active on the ‘show 

circuit’ with more trips planned this year. The Group is also hoping for more 

invitations to show the layout in Europe (as well as the UK) and is actively 

promoting the layout to achieve that. Why? Simply because the experience 

of exhibiting is great fun, new contacts and friends are made and there is an 

element of adventure in simply going to new places. It’s also a great social 

experience for the Group itself.

At the moment, that experience seems to be enjoyed only by the 0n30 

Group within the Club. Does that mean it always has to be the case?

What of other gauges and scales?

In short, the door is wide open!

The ‘TT’ Group is soon to embark on a new project and there is a golden 

opportunity for anyone interested in this scale to join in. Hopefully the Group 

will build a layout that can be taken out to other shows ……. and then the 

real fun begins!

The current 00 layout is very close to completion and has served its purpose 

well. I don’t have a crystal ball to foretell its future or even if, in reality, it has 

one. Who knows? The point is that those interested in 00 may well be 

looking for a new focus, a new project …… and that new project may well 

result in an ‘exhibition standard’ layout. More opportunities within the Club to 

get ‘out and about’!

And I’ve not even mentioned ‘009’ yet!

Don’t broadcast this as news just yet, keep it ‘under your hat’, but there is 

the distinct possibility that ‘009’ could become a gauge/scale around which a 

new group could form. ‘009’ tends toward smaller, easily transported layouts 

…………. Need I say more?

And there are possible changes afoot with regard to ’N’ gauge. There may 

well be an opportunity to build a much simpler, more compact ’N’ gauge 

layout that fits in a car boot or small van in the not too distant future ……….. 

but, once again, ‘hush, hush’.

Then, I hear you say, “I’m not a good enough railway modeller to build an 

‘exhibition quality’ layout.” Neither am I ….. on my own! Not many of us are.

But when we put what skills we have with those of others ………..

“Yes, but I’m a real novice.”  Mmmm, and so was I! By learning from others I 

think I’ve progressed from being basic to the elevated heights of mediocre. 

I’m still learning and I’ve been around the hobby for the neck end of 50 

years!

The whole point is that building a Club layout, no matter what it is, has to be 

a shared experience, an opportunity for learning new skills and, where we 

might excel, teaching others. I, for example, like to think that I’m reasonably 

competent at some things but when it comes to electronics (in whatever 

guise) I’m a complete ‘dunderhead’! Come to think of it, with almost 

everything I do I come across someone who can do it better! I guess we 

never stop learning. It’s more a case of whether or not we want to learn.

But it’s also about the camaraderie that develops and the new places it can 

take us. There’s the imaginative land of the model railway itself and the time, 

skill and effort put into building it. Then there’s the real world and the doors 

that model railway can open. I’ve been amazed at the contacts I have made 

through being involved in ‘Purgatory Peak’, for example, and had I been 

younger (let’s be honest here - a lot younger!), the potential career 

prospects that opened up. The moral of that small snippet, I suppose, is that 

you never know who’s looking at your work and assessing your potential in a 

completely different field. 



MACCLESFIELD MODEL RAILWAY GROUP’S ANNUAL 
EXHIBITION
Mike Hebblethwaite and Shaun Horrocks

Tytherington School, once again, plays host to our annual exhibition 

with its now, customary, enthusiasm and interest and, for this Club, 

feels almost like a second home! With its handy location, easy 

parking, good facilities and catering second to none the school 

definitely gets the ‘thumbs up’ from Macclesfield Model Railway 

Group. We have had a long association with the school and look 

forward to continuing long into the future. It’s a partnership that has 

worked extremely well over the years.

And as for the catering? What can I say other than we recognise many 

visitors have travelled a distance to attend the show. Bacon butty? Full 

English breakfast? A quick sandwich or a full two course lunch? No 

problem. Our caterers are well known for providing ‘the best’. A piece of 

cake! ……….. and, yes, you can have that, too!!

So, suitably refreshed, what have we got for you to look at? It’s time for a 

quick preview of what’s on offer and, once again, we’ve tried very hard to 

include something for everyone. Here goes in no particular order of 

preference …………

29th Street Wharf (HO)

David George

29th Street Wharf is a freelance, “box theatre-style” layout representing a 

West Coast USA city sea-front railroad, although it could just as easily be 

Great Lakes/Chicago area. The exhibit is continually being evolved, to 

depict typical, gradual railroad and associated industry developments over 

a period of time (1970s to late 1990s). The primary objective is to both 

retain some heritage and strike a balance between old, run down, and new.

Industrial and commercial structures requiring hopper and box-car handling. 

A small servicing area and a timber landing/pier are featured, together with 

a stone/aggregate loading terminal fed by a conveyor system supporting 

two harbour-side tracks and a river barge loading facility.

Most structures are based on modified Cornerstone kits and all have been 

weathered to reflect gradual wear and tear around railroad operations. 

Whilst rolling stock is generally in the period 1970’s to 1990’s, later era 

stock can also be seen. Santa Fe, Southern Pacific, and Union Pacific are 

predominant but other railroads (e.g. CSX, Norfolk Southern) have been 

given operating license.

Operation is by digital command control (DCC), using a Lenz system. Many 

locomotives (Atlas, Athearn Genesis, Kato) are sound-enabled. Point 

control is achieved using both “bicycle spokes” and Tortoise/Cobalt motors.

Barton Road (N)

Ben Pollard

Barton Road is a DCC operated, BR Western Region triangular junction 

layout, located in the run down suburbs of Bristol in the early 70s.

This formerly significant junction originally provided a link between the 

GWR Bristol/South Wales mainline and the Midland Railway’s Mangotsfield/ 

Bath Green Park line. However, the closure of the MR route in the late 60s 

rendered the link redundant and it was subsequently lifted. What remained 

was used to serve the local freight concentration depot, which itself is now 

obsolete and outmoded and in the process of being rundown. Further track 

rationalisation has already started to take place, including the closure of the 

up and down slow platforms in the station, and severing of the connection 

between the mainline and the branch down to the docks on the east-facing 

side of the triangle.

The freight-only sides of the triangle converge into a set of exchange 

sidings which lie on the track bed of the former chord line. Here, rakes

wagons are split and then shunted to the various railheads for loading or

 unloading; a local cement distribution terminal, a scrap metal merchant 



which now occupies the former fresh produce siding, and van traffic for the 

goods warehouse, as well as P-way traffic and passing trains arriving and 

collecting wagons for distribution elsewhere.

Express passenger and parcel services rush by and local stopper and 

goods trains trundle past on the mainline side of the triangle.

Traction consists predominately of various hydraulics running alongside 

Peaks, class 31s, 33s, 37s, 47s, local DMU services as well as the odd 

interloper, plus a 6-car WR Blue Pullman set recently transferred from the 

Midland Region.

Barton Road features a number of locomotives and units fitted with the 

latest Digitrains ‘Active Drive’ sound decoders.

Bottle Kiln Lane  (009)

John Thorne

Set in the 1930’s, this small narrow gauge line runs through the English 

countryside and serves a small canal and pottery. The pottery is based on 

the buildings of the Coalport Pottery in Ironbridge, Of no particular 

prototype, the layout provides the opportunity to showcase a wide variety of 

narrow gauge stock.

The layout is 8ft long with a central module of 4ft with a 2ft module on each 

end. Each 2ft module has a five road cassette which allows 10 trains to be 

stored.

The station lies at the bottom of Bottle Kiln Lane and is the main station on 

the line located in the middle of the line. This means that trams enter the 

station from both directions and as the loco sheds are also located at the 

station, locos are exchanged and stock is shunted into sidings in the main 

station or on the canal side. Thus a constantly changing variety of locos 

and stock can be seen.

Trackwork is Peco OO9 Crazy track. Some of the buildings are scratch built 

but two Hornby Scaledale buildings have been used as a scratch-builder’s 
aid.

The majority of the rolling stock is scratch built, featuring a range of both 

steam and diesel. The wide range of industrial locos and diesels are built in 

Plasticard and run on a selection of chassis, the majority of which are of 

German or Japanese origin.

Chebstone (00)

Terry Robinson

No further details at the time of going to press

Happy Valley  (00)

Dennis Collier 

A regular and very welcome feature for several years, Happy Valley brings 

much loved (by the ‘younger modeller’!) ’Thomas the Tank’ and friends to 

the exhibition. Thomas, Percy, Duck, Edward and James run through the 

countryside with a terminal station and engine shed.

“Children” of all ages are welcome to run the layout - under supervision….. 

parents must be supervised, at all times, by at least one child!

DIARY DATE FOR A.G.M.
Friday 24th March

8.00pm

Clubroom



Deansmoor  (N)

John Dean

Deansmoor is a post-privatisation layout based on the railways around 

Stockport, where a single track ex-Midland line through the Peak District 

crosses the West Coast Main Line. It features tensioned Over Head Line 

Electrification (OHLE), and is fully signalled. The design won a prize in the N 

Gauge Society’s “Layout on a Door” competition.

Eaton Hall  (Gn15)

Richard Brady

No details at the time of going to press

Fort Whiting  (009)

Charles Insley

The layout is set on the fictional island of New Gelderland, several hundred 

miles east of South Africa. Originally a Dutch colony, the island was taken by 

the British in the 19th century and served as an important naval base until 

after the Second World War. In the early 20th century, a 2’6” gauge railway 

was built to connect the main port and town on the island, Port Canning, to 

other smaller towns on the island, including the small military base at Fort 

Whiting. Locomotives were provided by a number of British builders, 

including Hunslet, Kitson, Nasmyth-Wilson, as well as American builders 

such as Baldwin. In reality, the layout was built to run a collection of colonial-

style 009 stock, and is based on the Mid Illovo branch on the South African 

2ft gauge lines in Natal.

Foster Street  (N)

Paul Price 

The layout is set between the period 1940-48

All stock is pre-nationalisation (though we do have a prototype Deltic), and 

we run a mixture of adapted RTR, kit and scratch-built stock.

It has two continuous circuits, plus a branch/goods yard.

We have 10 loops in the storage yard so we run at least 10 trains, plus 

branch trains.

The layout is an attempt to depict a typical small secondary line station, on 

the approaches of a big city/urban area, and show its "average" type trains 

that could be expected to be seen, so there are lots of 4F's, Black 5's, 8F's, 

Jubilee's and so on and the occasional diverted express. The majority of the 

stock is weathered, even my Crimson locomotives.

Beech Mount  (00)

Ross Kinsey (MMRG) 

This is a traditional “8x4” layout based on a Peco Track Plan and is a first for 

Ross in building a layout.

Sutton Central  (00)

MMRG

Your chance to win a layout!

At the end of the Exhibition, the layout will be raffled off – come and get 

your tickets now!

DIARY DATE FOR A.G.M.
Friday 24th March

8.00pm

Clubroom



Glenuig  (EM)

Gary Hinson

The prototype - all totally fictitious

The North British railway was eager to get a connection on to the island of 

Mull, to rival the Oban and Callander railway. Construction started to 

provide a railway from Lochailort to Ardslignish on Loch Sunnart. 

Construction started but was soon met by protests from local landowners, 

the area being prime hunting country, and the Lairds had friends in high 

places. The project was doomed from the start and the line only 

progressed as far as Glenuig. At Glenuig the line was prematurely 

terminated, but was opened to serve the remote community. With the 

arrival of reliable transport, the Village became an important fishing 

community, and a ferry service was established to the small islands. The 

local “water of life” distillery, “Moidart”, soon had its own siding and this 

traffic, fish and timber helped the line survive.

Grime Street  (00)

Mark Casson

Located in the slightly run down at heel suburbs of Hunslett, Grime Street 

represents Leeds City Transport (trams and Busses) set in the post war 

era.

All the trams and busses are based on real prototyped and are in the 

correct liveries for the period. A good number of them have been produced 

by 3D printing. The road vehicles are based on the Faller system but using 

parts form alternative suppliers.

The railway section has been added recently and, although primarily a tram 

layout, it now features a working line which hopefully adds to the overall 

aim of the layout – to depict a slice of industrial Leeds.

Kepier Colliery  (00)

John Cook

The layout represents a typical Durham colliery and railway system in the 

early 1960’s. Buildings are from various Lambton Hetton and Joicey 

collieries, with the exception of the upcast shaft which is based on South 

Hetton Colliery. The buildings have differing ages but reflect what a colliery 

system would look like in NCB days and the housing, shops etc are also 

based on a colliery village of the period.

Kepier Colliery was situated at Gilesgate Moor, Durham City and was sunk 

in 1818-1822. It closed in the 1880s and was totally demolished. 

As I lived in the vicinity I have called the layout Kepier, projected it as still 

operational and part of a larger colliery group (like the L.H. & J. Collieries) 

which existed into NCB ownership. It would have been part of National 

Coal Board, Durham Division, Area No 5 (Mid West Durham).

Sutton Hilltop  (00)

MMRG

The layout was developed simply to allow MMRG members to run a wide 

variety of OO stock and watch the trains run by. Hence it is modelled as a 

secondary line with few time-based features to allow running from the 

steam era through to modern diesels.

Meccano Display  (scale - various)

Robert Seaton

A display of large scale locomotives constructed from Meccano



Kleinbahn Wuppertal-Loh – Hatzfeld (0)

Udo Pflannkuche 

Industrialisation progressed rapidly in the valley of the Wupper during the 

18th and 19th centuries and many companies settled here. A steam boiler 

factory also took advantage of the close vicinity to the Ruhrgebiet, but 

needed a railway line to become competitive. In 1892 work started on the 

building of this 5,5 km short line, serving at least 23 factories. The workers 

sought accommodation even at the outskirts of the former city of Barmen 

and thus the necessity grew to extend a tram line up the hill to the steam 

boiler factory. From 1910 onward, the freight cars were all hauled by three 

electric locomotives, fitted to run under the tram catenary. The line was 

completely demolished in 1989.

Marmagne SNCF  (H0)

Tony Durose (SNCF Society) 

Originally built by Roger Nichols, Marmagne is set on a rural branch line in 

Central France in the epoch III era: 1946 – 1970. Steam, Diesel and 

Autorail (Railcars) can be seen hauling typical train formations of the 

period.

Traditional methods are used in the construction of the layout – plywood 

top, backboard and sides mounted on 2”x1” softwood frames. Track is Peco 

code 100 track with points operated by wire in tube. The station building is 

a Pola kit while the grain silo is by Faller, The Feed and Seed warehouse is 

scratch built.

Stock is from Jouef, Lima, Lilliput, LS Models, Mistral, Ree Models, De 

Massini Roco etc.

Please feel free to ask questions about the layout or the SNCF Society.

Weaver Hill  (00)

Richard Brady

Come and see the trains go by just as you would if you went down to the 

lineside today!

The four-track main line has Over Head Line Electrification (OHLE) and so 

can support both the latest diesel and electric trains.

The layout is set in the countryside with fields and a scattering of trees 

separated from the track by palisade fencing and features a couple of over 

road bridges (based on Madeley). Two twin-bore tunnels take the track 

under Weaver Hill – named after the weaver’s cottage which used to sit 

atop the hill. The cottage has long since gone, to be replaced by a folly 

which is visible for miles around.

The layout scenery reflects what one would notice in reality – not much 

other than the sight and sound of trains passing – at speed. Watch and 

enjoy!

————————————————

As ever, we would encourage you to talk to all our exhibitors ….. they like 

nothing more than talking about their hobby! …… who will be more than 

happy to explain the details of their layout, how they built it, how it works - 

in fact, anything you want to know. 

DIARY DATE FOR A.G.M.
Friday 24th March

8.00pm

Clubroom

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :- 

“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM” 

30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY 

0161 928 5940 

“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

http://www.WaltonsModels.co.uk
http://www.WaltonsModels.co.uk


LAST CALL

With only a few days and a couple of places left, this is the 

last call!

Don’t miss out! Book now!

You can e-mail me at:-

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”

or phone me on:-

07761 122126

But hurry to avoid disappointment. I have to know final 

numbers by Friday, 3rd February.

When :- 
Friday , 10th February 
2017 
1930hrs for 2000 start 
Where :- 
“The Dolphin” 
Windmill Street 
Macclesfield 

only 

£17.50 
(including gratuities)

OLD PHOTOGRAPHS

Do you have any old photographs that might help with our ’N’ gauge project? 

For many years, the Club has been trying to depict both Macclesfield 

stations (Central and Hibel Road) as they were in their heyday. Whilst we 

know what the general lie of the buildings were, it 

has been difficult to gather material to see what 

they actually looked like. 

Perhaps you could help?

If you have any old photographs (1930s and 40s 

especially) that you would be willing for us to copy 

and use as reference material, or you know of any 

sources for information, please let us know.

The project is now in the very capable hands of 

Alek Adamski and he is making great progress with 

it, but I am sure he would be extremely grateful for 

any information you might have. 

Of growing interest is what might have been seen 

passing through the stations. Again, if you have any information or 

anecdotes from that era, please let us know. It would be a great shame to 

build an accurate model only to feature the wrong trains!

Please contact me at the usual Newsletter e-mail address if you can help.

Help!

Anyone know of anywhere we can purchase a reasonably 

priced PAT tester? Alternatively, does anyone know of 

someone who is prepared to do free PAT testing for the 

Club?

As one supermarket says, “Every little helps”

mailto:MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com
mailto:MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com


Cash for you, help for the Club
Mike Hebblethwaite

I’m hoping that you’ve already begun searching out those 

redundant projects, sorting out unwanted locos, stock and 

accessories and, generally, been having something of a 

‘clear-out’. All those items you’ve come across that you no 

longer want, maybe you can turn them into cash!

What do you need to do to sell items on the “Pre-loved 

Stall”? It’s all quite simple really …………..

1) Using small labels that are readily available in 

WHSmiths or any stationers (such as Rymans), clearly 

mark your items showing your initials, the item number 

and price. Make sure the labels are firmly attached 

and visible!

2) Using the Sales Sheet (see appendix 1), carefully list all 

the items you have for sale and match them, in numerical order, to your 

label numbers. Please, also list your asking price for each item.

3) The Sales Sheet is important because each of your sales will be 

recorded on it and it will become your receipt at the end of the show. It 

will list your total sales, the commission deducted 

(10%) and the final sum owing to you. 

All you then have to do is bring along your items to 

the Stall as soon as you can during or after setting up 

on the Friday evening. You can even bring in your 

items during the show itself but be aware, the later 

you leave it, the fewer potential buyers you will have.

And finally, a word of advice. Do try to be realistic 

with the prices you are asking. Don’t underprice and 

cheat yourself but, on the other hand, don’t overprice 

- your items simply won’t sell! Unless what you are 

trying to sell really is a ‘collector’s item’ don’t expect 

secondhand goods to sell for much more than half the price of new 

equivalents dependant on condition, original box, etc. Remember, those 

looking at buying your items are just as canny as you might be if you were 

buying their’s!!

The Club will charge 10% commission on each sale which, we hope, you 

think not unreasonable. Last year, the Stall turned over in excess of £2,500 - 

there really are buyers ‘out there’ waiting for your items - and was able (with 

donated items) to raise over £300 for Club funds.

For those small items, spare parts, items with ‘bits missing’ or simply 

because you are feeling generous, we will accept almost anything as a 

donation. Every little helps, as they say!

Finally, please make sure that all locos you are selling are in full working 

order and, if possible, recently serviced. This year we shall have a multi 

gauge test track (00, TT, N and O) switchable between DC and DCC and will 

demonstrate each loco before selling it.

What are you waiting for? Print off or copy Appendix 1 and start listing.

We’d, most of all, like to thank you in advance for your support.

Some examples of what’s going to be for sale? Check these out …… 

bargains or what? ……… and, maybe they might give you some idea as to 

where to ‘pitch’ your prices…………..

Boxed and in 1st class, as new condition - yours for just £20 (new £30 +)

Boxed and in 1st class, as new condition - yours for just £30 (new £80 + [Hattons])

Bittern and 3 Pullman carriages in 1st class, as new condition -  sold as set only £80 (new combined price £230)



SHOW TIME - HOW CAN YOU HELP?
Mike Hebblethwaite

I’m going to be up-front and honest from word one …… show time this year, 

as it is every year, is make or break time for this (MMRG) club. The club (in 

company with every other club that hosts annual shows!) relies heavily on 

the funds generated by annual shows and without those funds MMRG would 

face a very uncertain and limited future.

That, perhaps, explains why MMRG expends so much of its time and energy 

on creating the annual show and why the Club tries so hard to ‘punch so 

much above its weight’ to create a show that is, in terms of quality, far and 

above what you might expect from a club our size……we have a growing 

membership, but still only number 34 (at the last count!)

We are very proud of the fact that we have many fellow railway modellers 

who regularly ‘ink in’ our show dates in their diaries and attend every year. 

We are equally proud of the fact that we have many local families who visit 

the show every year, bring their children and grand children and encourage 

an interest in our hobby amongst younger ‘enthusiasts’ by attending our 

shows.

Of course, the vast majority of our readers and subscribers to this 

Newsletter ‘signed up’ at one of our shows so, in a sense, I guess I’m 

“preaching to the converted”! You already do attend our shows…..and very 

grateful we are, too, that you do. Long may that continue!!

But is there a way, with very little effort, that you could help to make this 

show even more successful?

The answer is……………. YES!

Facebook

Social media is not only a great way of keeping in touch with your family and 

friends …… it’s also a great way of letting people know about events you are 

interested in that they may otherwise not hear about. MMRG now has a 

Facebook account and it would be great if you would visit it, “LIKE” 

appropriate postings and even re-post items (especially for the show) on 

your own Facebook accounts. As one supermarket says, “Every little helps!”

I'm also on Facebook (it’s one of the most boring you’ll ever come across!) 

but I’ll be doing my bit. Why not join me and help to promote a great show?

Twitter

Now you’ve really got this old ‘Luddite’ here! I know nothing about Twitter, 

but I’m told you have to post ‘tweets’ (whatever they are!!) and other folk 

read them. You can even get into conversations.

Seems like the comments above regarding Facebook might also apply to 

Twitter …….except the one saying I have an account!

If you’ve got a Twitter account, please use it and talk about the show!

Linked In

Although I have an account, it is one I use very little. That is about to 

change! All my contacts are going to hear about the show. It’s allegedly a 

more up-market version of Facebook and is aimed (I’m told!) at the ‘more 

discerning’. They are going to be getting the same message as my 

Facebook contacts!

Posters and ‘Stickers’

Last month, in the appendix, there were some A4 posters, fliers and ‘car 

stickers’ (ok, they don’t stick …………. I can’t e-mail glue!!). Without going 

overboard with printing (ink’s expensive, I know), could you print a few off 

and get them out to your favourite hobby shop, chippy, pub or even bus 

stop? Put one in your car (not on the windscreen …. not recommended!)?

There’ll be at least three in my car (two rear passenger windows and rear 

window!) so there will be no excuses! I’ll also be putting a poster in my front 

window (I live in a ‘town cottage’ ……. a glorified 2 up 2 down!) so passers-

by can gawp at something other than me ‘snoozing’ in my recliner! I also live 

opposite a school, so there’s a lot of potential ‘mum-gawpers’ (I wish!).

Seriously, if you can help by putting up a couple of posters, having a few 

fliers in your newsagent’s, adorning your car with “VOTE FOR MACC 

EXHIBITION” banners then please, please do.

If you need more than a few, we have a limited supply of posters, etc, at the 

Club ……… please ask if you need any.

Word of Mouth

Talk to everyone ….. anyone! Let folk know you are coming to the show and 

they are going to soooooooo miss out if they don’t come, too! Offer transport 

with shared cost, free transport for a bacon butty ….. it doesn’t matter how 

you do it, but bring at least one friend with you! It really doesn’t matter if the 

rest come on their own. What really matters is that they come! As many as 

you can persuade. Get talking!

Volunteer

Small club, big show. What can I say?

Last year we had several willing pairs of hands offered and the task of 

setting up, running and dismantling of the show was the easiest and 

smoothest for years! It cost the Club a few pints but what the Hell! The 

comments from ‘Joe Public’ were nothing but complimentary, the exhibitors 

were commenting about the show’s ‘professionalism’ and the traders didn’t 

moan at all …….. and that’s a first!!

If you’ve got any spare time at all over the show weekend and you are 

willing to ‘lend a hand’ then please, please get in touch. Your help would be 

very much appreciated.

Please help if you can.



DID YOU KNOW THAT ……….

1 Although MAGLEV trains can reach speeds of over 550 km/h (340 

m.p.h.), currently the fastest train is a French TGV bullet train that reached a 

speed of 584 km/h (363 mph)

2 It also took it 16 kms (10 miles) to stop!

3 Stephenson’s ‘Rocket’ managed to reach a speed of 96 km/h 

(59.65 m.p.h.)

4 The heaviest ever recorded train weighed in at 95,000 tonnes and 

this Australian ‘monster’ was 7.3 km (4.75 miles) long!

5  The longest train station in England is just over 600 metres (656 

yards) long

6 70% of all train journeys in England either begin or end in London

7 The longest single rail journey that can be made is between 

Moscow and Vladivostok on the Trans-Siberian Railway ….. a distance of 

9,297 kms (5,777 miles)

8 The UK has over 15,000 kms (9320 miles) of working railways, 

the USA has 170,000 kms (105,630 miles).**

9 Over 40% of the world’s freight is transported by rail

10 The longest stretch of straight track is in Australia …… it is 478 

kms (297 miles) long!

** Given that the USA is over 40 times bigger than the UK, you might expect 

it to have 40x the rail system …….or 600,000 kms (372,823 miles). The 

most it ever had (in 1916) was 408,774 kms (254,000 miles).

AND A FEW FACTS ABOUT ‘MAGLEV’ TRAINS

Maglev, which is derived from the term 'magnetic levitation', is a 

transport method that employs magnetic levitation to move the vehicle 

without touching the ground. With maglev technology, a vehicle travels 

along a 'guideway' using magnets to create both lift and propulsion. 

This process reduces friction and allows higher speeds.

The Shanghai Maglev Train, also known as the Transrapid, is the fastest 

commercial train in the world (at the moment) with a top speed of 430 

kilometres per hour (265+ mph).

Some interesting facts about the Transrapid …….

1. The Maglev covers a distance of 30.5 kilometres (20 miles) in 8 minutes 

from start to stop

2. They are less expensive to operate and maintain because the absence of 

rolling friction means that parts do not wear out so quickly

3. The design of the maglev railway is such that a derailment is almost 

impossible

 

4. Owing to their stability, Maglev railcars can be built wider than 

conventional railcars, offering more options for using the interior space and 

making them more comfortable to ride in

 

5. Maglev trains themselves produce no air pollution during operation, 

because no fuel is being burned.

6. As there is no friction, the train produces almost no sound

7. Maglev systems can operate on higher ascending grades compared to 

traditional railroads thus reducing the need for land modification in order to 

accommodate the tracks

8. Magnets made from ferrite (an iron compound) or alnico (alloys of iron, 

aluminium, nickel, cobalt, and copper) produce a stronger magnetic field 

than ordinary magnets which helps lift and channel the train cars over the 

directed 'guideway'

9. The cost of construction of the Maglev train track involves a lot of 

expense as it requires some rare earth elements like scandium, yttrium, and 

15 lanthanides



LOADING GAUGES
Mike Hebblethwaite

If you’ve been lucky enough to travel in Europe, you will no doubt have 

noticed that continental trains seem to be a bit bigger than ours, their 

carriages more spacious. They seem bigger and more roomy because they 

are!

And it’s all down to what is called the loading gauge.

Historically, railways were built in every country by a host of different railway 

companies …….. there were, literally, dozens of different companies 

building in the UK alone, for example. Each company built their railways to 

their own standards but, thankfully, almost all adopted a common gauge 

(distance between the rails) of 4ft 8.5 inches. This was all well and good in 

the very early days of railways when there were few connections between 

these railway systems.They had, largely, been built to cater for local needs 

and, in particular, the needs of local industry.

However, as the number of railways expanded they became increasingly 

inter-connected and it was possible to move goods and people over greater 

distances. The main drawback for the early railways and their industrial 

customers was that goods often had to be moved off the wagons of one 

company onto the wagons of another simply because the wagons 

themselves could not be moved onto connecting systems. They might have 

been too wide and so foul station platforms and other line side structures. 

They might have been too high to fit through tunnels and under bridges. 

This transhipment of goods was expensive and time consuming.

In order for wagons and carriages to be used throughout the national 

network of railways a common loading gauge was adopted. Of course, it 

was based on the lowest common denominators to ensure that the 

maximum number of (though by no means all) wagons, carriages and 

locomotives could be used throughout the national network. We can still see 

the legacies of this along some of our older and less rebuilt routes. The 

often heard announcement at stations to “mind the gap” is one such legacy. 

The Great Central Railway, for example, had a much more generous loading 

gauge and its carriages were a little wider than today’s - hence the gap 

between carriage step and platform edge.

Continental Europeans were quick to learn from our mistakes and their 

loading gauge was somewhat more generous than our own. Although little 

different in height it was much wider. Eighteen inches wider! And that’s why 

continental carriages feel so much ‘roomier’.

America was a bit of a late developer of a truly inter-connected, cross 

continent rail network but it learned the lessons of history well. The 

American loading gauge is enormous by comparison. It is both wider and 

considerably higher. There were certainly some big steam locomotives built 

and used in Britain and Europe. However, they seem minuscule when 

compared with some of the ‘monsters’ built in America and it was thanks 

largely to their much larger loading gauge that they were able to develop 

and operate such huge engines as ‘Big Boy’ and similarly massive 

articulated steam locomotives.

Britain does pay a penalty 

for its small loading 

gauge, however. Many 

commuter and inter-city 

routes are over-crowded 

and are operated well 

above their design 

capacity. Most European 

and American service 

providers have reached 

the same point but have 

managed to relieve the 

problem with double-deck 

carriages. They have long 

been a feature of 

American and Canadian 

railroads following the introduction of ‘vista-dome’ and observation cars 

many years ago and the subsequent development of double-deck carriages 

for both commuter and long haul routes. Similar developments are rapidly 

taking place in Europe.

Britain, however, is faced with the prohibitive costs of re-working Victorian 

tunnels, lowering platform heights, raising bridges and associated railway 

‘furniture’ such as foot bridges, signal gantries and overhead catenary 

systems. Don’t expect the general introduction of double-deck trains in 

Britain any time soon although they are being considered for some routes!

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :- 

“S.M.T.F.” (model shop) 

Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North, Poynton, 
Cheshire, SK12 1BY 

01625 850427 

See you at the show 



HANDS UP IF YOU 
REMEMBER THESE 
FROM YOUR TRAIN-
SPOTTING DAYS!

Remember those days, now so 

long ago, when you had to pay to 

just go on the platform at the 

station? It didn’t matter that you 

were saying farewell to someone 

as they boarded their train (a la 

‘Brief Encounter’ at Carnforth 

station) or were ‘well rugged up’ 

for a train-spotting session at the 

end of the platform - some 

uniformed ‘jobsworth’ was bound 

to ask you if you’d got your 

platform ticket.

Of course, if you had bought one, 

they never asked to see them!

And speaking of Carnforth station and ‘Brief Encounter’, how different the 

‘refreshment room is today, even restored to its former glory!

And how did Manchester Piccadilly station change from this ……..

………. to this?

An amazing transformation!

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :- 

“TRIDENT TRAINS” 

Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre, 
Crewe Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire 

CW5 7LG 

01270 842400 



Macclesfield Model Railway Group 
supports the development of 

“MegaPoint Controllers” 
through the On30 Group 

See you all at the Show

THE LAST WORD

…… and another month bites the dust! 

Still, at least the daylight hours are beginning to be noticeably longer 

although the temperatures aren’t rising much yet! Fingers crossed we will 

see some warmer weather soon.

As for New Year resolutions I have to admit that I was gutted to find that 

cherry tobacco, bitter lemon and tomato ketchup did not count as part of 

my ‘5 a day’ after all. But, hey, all was not lost. Dry January!! I can honestly 

say that not one drop of neat water has passed my lips for a month.

Other resolutions seem to have been equally unsuccessful. I thought 

retirement would give me more time to get back to actually making some 

models, repair that queue of troublesome k’s, fit some long overdue sound 

chips and crews into more than a few locos. Retirement? I seem to be 

busier now than I ever was when I was working! How does that work?

Needless to say, it’s been a rather busy time since Christmas. Not only has 

there been quite a bit of activity within the Club preparing for the show and 

for Purgatory Peak’s visit to Kendal, we’ve actually made a real start on the 

scenery for Purgatory Junction! Couple that with the demands the C.O. has 

made on the domestic front and time for my own projects seems to have 

been very limited. Maybe it’s time I switched from retirement ‘holiday’ mode 

and got down to some serious time management ……… I just knew it 

couldn’t last!

I promised you, several issues ago, that when the 0n30 Group got down to 

some ‘serious’ modelling you would get regular up-dates on progress and 

articles about how some of the features had been achieved. I’ve already 

been busy with the camera, so look out!

As new projects are started in the Club, we’ll do the same for them. That 

should produce quite a few ‘what we’ve done and how we did it’ articles 

which, hopefully, you might find useful with your own railway modelling 

projects. I’m not saying that we, as a Club, get things right every time but, 

at least if we tell you about our mistakes you can avoid making the same 

ones!

And the last word?

Make sure you have our Annual Exhibition date firmly fixed in your diary!

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :- 

“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM” 

30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY 

0161 928 5940 

“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :- 

“THE MODEL CENTRE” 

Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire, YO22 5LF 

01947 899125 

“www.themodelcentre.com"

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :- 

“CHESHIRE MODELS” 

37, Sunderland Street, Macclesfield 

01625 511646 

www.cheshiremods.org.uk

http://www.themodelcentre.com
http://www.themodelcentre.com
http://www.cheshiremods.org.uk
http://www.cheshiremods.org.uk
http://www.WaltonsModels.co.uk
http://www.WaltonsModels.co.uk


Item No Description of Item Price - £ Sold

Total Sales

Less 10% 

Total payable

NAME  __________________________________________
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